Information Technology Services Management (ITSM Operations)
Change Management Manager/Organizational Change Management (OCM)
The primary role and responsibility of OCM analyst is to schedule, plan and execute releases,
develop release plans, oversee release milestones, monitor related dependencies, manage risks
and issues to ensure timely resolution. Executes project-level change strategies, including the
measurement of change readiness and long-term sustainability. Assists in planning and designing
business processes; assists in formulating recommendations to improve and support business
activities. The analyst ensures the successful project delivery, long-term sustenance and
continuous process improvements. Assists in creating basic test scenarios to be used in testing the
business applications in order to verify that client requirements are incorporated into the system
design. The OCM analyst works closely with the risk managers, application development team,
quality assurance team, and other technology partners (DBAs, SAs, etc) to provide complete the IT
Operations' tasks. The activities are creating change ticket, performing application releases,
automate production release process, create reports/status updates, refresh environments for
testing and scheduling/coordinating infrastructure activities. Manages scope - review changes with
the Customer Director/Manager or the Program Manager, then resolve and document those
changes with the product owners. Coordinates testing and communication strategies. Manages
RFC documentation, make copies and files as needed. Tracks and reports on delinquent RFC
completion status reporting; obtains data from RFC submitters. Reports status of each RFC.
Experience in being a team player in change management process. Possess in depth knowledge of
each line of business in order to anticipate necessary changes in related to training,
communications, stakeholder buy-in, behavioral change to facilitate successful implementation of
software applications and systems.
Understands EIR Accessibility requirements and their technical specifications. Ensures the EIR
Accessibility is integrated into the project lifecycle at the appropriate points (planning, design,
development, test, etc.) and ensures that resources are included to implement EIR accessibility
within the project.




Level 1: Overall experience of 2 to 5 years of experience in IT operations with solid Change
Management knowledge. At least 2 years of experience in change management
background, based on ITIL principles and practices. In addition, good knowledge on other
ITSM processes. Proven service management background based on ITIL principles and
practices. Prosci or Change Management Advance Practitioner (CMAP) credential
(preferred).
Level 2: Overall experience of 4 to 7 years of experience in IT operations with solid Change
Management knowledge. At least 3 years’ experience in change management background,
based on ITIL principles and practices. In addition, good knowledge on other ITSM
processes. Minimum 3 years of experience maintaining rigorous check points while
constantly and consistently ensuring projects stay on time, within budget and meets
quality standards. Coordinates testing and communication strategies. Proven service
management background based on ITIL principles and practices. Prosci or Change
Management Advance Practitioner (CMAP) credential (preferred)"



Level 3: 7 or more years of experience in IT operations with solid Change Management
knowledge. At least 5 years’ experience in change management background, based on ITIL
principles and practices. In addition, good knowledge on other ITSM processes. Minimum
3 years of experience maintaining rigorous check points while constantly and consistently
ensuring projects stay on time, within budget and meets quality standards. Coordinates
testing and communication strategies. Proven service management background based on
ITIL principles and practices. Prosci or Change Management Advance Practitioner (CMAP)
credential (preferred)"

Process Improvement Manager
Identify, create, and participate in the implementation of business process improvements, enabling
tools, and systems that deliver tangible value. Advisor on projects, offering solution-design support and
best practices for process management.







Level 1: 1-3 years of experience in the field or in a related area. Has knowledge of
commonly used concepts, practices, and procedures within a particular field. Relies on
instructions and pre-established guidelines to perform the functions of the job. Primary
job functions do not typically require exercising independent judgment.
Level 2: 4-7 years of experience in the field or in a related area. Familiar with standard
concepts, practices, and procedures within a particular field. Relies on limited experience
and judgment to plan and accomplish goals. A certain degree of creativity and latitude is
required. Works under limited supervision with considerable latitude for the use of
initiative and independent judgment.
Level 3: 8 or more years of experience, relies on experience and judgment to plan and
accomplish goals, independently performs a variety of complicated tasks, a wide degree of
creativity and latitude is expected.

Undefined Title: ITSM Operations
Customer defined title, position, job description, and experience level. This Undefined Position
does not have an associated Not to Exceed Rate. Customers must competitively solicit DIR ITSAC
Vendors in accordance with threshold requirements and negotiate rates directly with Vendor.

